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EDE TERÉNYI: PLAY SONGS FOR CHILDREN’S CHOIR AND 

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS 
1. LITTLE SUITE – COMPOSITION TECHNIQUE 

 
 

GABRIELA COCA1 
 
 

SUMMARY. The topic of my paper is a series of choral works (Ede 
Terényi: Little Suite from Play Songs for Children’s Choir and Percussion 
Instruments) that we study in choral arrangement class with my students 
from the point of view of composition techniques. By analysing the works, 
my goal is to introduce students to some of the composition techniques 
that can be used to musicalize children’s poems. 
 
Keywords: Terényi Ede, Little Suite, Play Songs, children choir, percussion, 
choir arrangement, structure, analysis, composition techniques 

 
 

Ede Terényi composed his play songs called Little Suite for children’s 
choir and percussion instruments based on poems of Sándor Weöres (1913-
1989). The poems are the following: 1. Száncsengő (Sleigh Bell), 2. Márciusi 
szél (March Wind), 3. Tavaszi induló (Spring March), 4. Csöndes dal (Silent 
Song), 5. Áprilisi tréfa (April Prank), 6. Forgós – ropogós (Swirly – Crispy). 
The poems have enormous expressive power, musicality flows within them 
even when we read their text, greatly influencing the imagination. They not 
only influence children’s imagination, but also that of the composer. The 
choral works’ year of composition does not appear on the music sheet, 
nevertheless the author composed them in his youth, before 1977. 

We see strophic shapes, mostly small works with a variation 
structure. There is, however, an exception, the 3rd play song, which is string 
shaped and the 5th play song, which consists of two A parts, Introduction 
and Coda. Only the 5th song has an Introduction, but each of them has a 
Coda. The length of the works ranges from 18 to 39 times. Summary of the 
structure formulas: 
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Table 1 
 

1. Száncsengő 
A   Av1  Av2   Coda 
9 +  8  +   8   +   4 

29 bars length  
(without repetitions) 

2. Márciusi szél 
A   Av1  Coda 
9 +  11  +   4 

24 bars 

3. Tavaszi induló 
A    B    C   Coda 
8 + 4  + 4 +   2 

18 bars 

4. Csöndes dal 
A  Av1 Coda 
8 +  9  +    4 

21 bars 

5. Áprilisi tréfa 
Bev.  A     A    Coda 
5  +  15 + 15 +  4 

39 bars 

6. Forgós – ropogós 
(Bev.) A   Av1  Av2   Coda 
(4)(8)  8 +  8   +   8   +   4 

28 bars 

 
Table of the formal structures 

 
The play songs’ metre is uniformly 2/4, except for the 4th Csöndes 

dal (Silent Song), which was written in 4/4. 
A tempo marking only appears in the first four works. Except for the 

4th song, which has a slow pace, the rest are moderately lively. In the works 5 
and 6 there is no tempo marking, but the titles suggest a lively pace. Thus: 1. 
Száncsengő (Sleigh Bell) = Allegretto, 2. Márciusi szél (March Wind) = 
Moderato, 3. Tavaszi induló (Spring March) = March tempo, 4. Csöndes dal 
(Silent Song) = Slowly, 5. Áprilisi tréfa (April Prank) = -, 6. Forgós – ropogós 
(Swirly - Crispy) = -.  

Concerning their tonality, half of the play songs are modal and half 
are tonal. The modal sound is represented by the pentatonic respectively the 
D-Dorian and H-Phrygian tonalities. The tonal world is only represented by D 
major. In the ethos imagination of the composer, the tonality of the Spring 
March, the April Prank and the Swirly – Crispy dance is D major. All three are 
vibrant, lively, cheerful works. 

Table 2 
  

1. Száncsengő Pentatonic 
2. Márciusi szél D-Dorian 
3. Tavaszi induló D major 
4. Csöndes dal H-Phrygian 
5. Áprilisi tréfa D major 
6. Forgós – ropogós D major 

 
Table of tonality 
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 Voices versus Percussion Instruments 
 

In the choral works, the children’s voices, which the author divides 
into separate girls’ and boys’ voices within the homogenous choir, sometimes 
sound together, sometimes alternate. 

In the choir works we find the following percussion instruments: 
- triangulum   
- big drum                        
- piatto              
- wood block 
- little drum 
- xylophone 
Percussion is used to create an effect! 
The author also uses clapping as an organic percussion effect. 

Even if we are dealing with simple, small choir works, we should not forget 
that these were created in the third quarter of the 20th century, when the 
composers generally tried to expand the traditional instrumentation frame, 
especially in the field of percussion, paying attention to each sound effect. 
They also noted louder noises and delicate noises, which came into being 
through the contact or the simple use of different objects. 
 

The author’s musical dramaturgical and composition-technical 
solutions in relation to the content and atmosphere of the text 

 
1. Száncsengő (Sleigh Bell) 

 This is a small choir work made up of 4 parts and it is composed in 
variation form. The initial form (A) presents the theme: 

E.g. 1 

 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Száncsengő, bars 1-9.  
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The melody line imitates the right-left movement of the bell’s clapper. 
The two phrases that make up the 8-bar musical period are symmetrically 
divided into 4 + 4 bars. The peak of the initial 4 bars is the C note of the 3rd 
bar. Here (on the 10th note) there is the positive golden section point of the 
16 quavers that make up the phrase (16 x 0,618 = 9,88). From the 5th bar, 
the melody continues its way in a varied mirror, the bars 7-8 change. The 
composer repeats the 8th bar three times, and then rings out this first part 
on a G organ point. All this is an external extension of the musical period. 
The melody sounds in piano as a result of the text („Éj mélyből fölzengő...”2), 
the girls are singing rhythmically accompanied by the Triangulum. This 
accompaniment is an even pulsation that sounds in the antecedent phrase 
on every strong beat. The 5th time (the symmetry section) brings with it a 
change in the two quaver notes in the offbeat, as well as the 8th bar that is 
repeated three times, which repeats a dactyl made up of a quarter note and 
two quavers. 

The Av1 part creates a dynamic contrast, starting in forte, with a 
minor third lower. The boys intonate the melody of the A part in mirror 
imitation. The composer uses the forte dynamics as a result of the text: 
„Földobban két nagy ló, kop, kop, kop nyolc patkó.3” The strong beats are 
highlighted by the big drum’s sounds and the end of the phrases divides into 
quarter notes and quavers. The drum sounds are played in piano, because 
the text is intonated by tender children’s voices, even if they sing in forte. 

 
 

E.g. 2 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Száncsengő, bars 10-17.  
 

                                                 
2 In translation: „Resounds from the depths of night”. 
3 In translation: “Up drum two big Horses, knock, knock, knock, eight horseshoes”. 
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The 3rd part combines the girls’ and the boys’ choir and places the 
melodies of the previous two parts into a mirror canon with a quarter note 
shift. The author finds the balance between the piano and the forte of the 
previous parts. The dynamics of this part is mezzoforte. It is accompanied 
by the triangulum and cymbals, which repeat two-bars ostinato rhythm 
motifs. There is a polyrhythm within the motifs of the parts of the two 
percussion instruments. 

 
E.g. 3 

 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Száncsengő, bars 18-25.  
 
 

The Coda repeats the G note in the girls’ part in a rhythmic 
recitativo recto-tono, as well as the E note in the boys’ part. The three-
quaver rhythm formula is retained in this part, with a quarter-note-shift 
between the two voices, like in the previous case. The triangulum continues 
the rhythm of the previous part, the novelty is the cymbal and the big drum, 
with the combined syncope rhythmic formula, in which the emphasis shift is 
in fact on a strong-beat: 
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E.g. 4 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Száncsengő, bars 26-29.  
 
In the play songs 2-3-4 the composer does not use percussion 

instruments!!! Due already to the titles of these works (2. Márciusi szél – 
March Wind, 3. Tavaszi induló – Spring March, 4. Csöndes dal – Silent 
Song) the atmosphere of the poems does not require it. 

 
2. Márciusi szél (March Wind) 

 
The musical atmosphere of the cycle’s second choir work is 

perceived by the author as a stable piano at moderato, pace to represent 
the blowing of the wind. The initial four verses of the poem are sung 
alternately by the girls and then the boys. The composer brings together 
these four verses into an A part. The wavy profile of the melody, which 
moves within an octave, also represents the wind. The rhythm follows the 
rhythm of the poem’s syllables: 

E.g. 5 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Márciusi szél, bars 1-9.  
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In verses 5-6-7 (part Av1) Ede Terényi unites the choir in three 
groups, which intones the three verses simultaneously (!) with a one-bar 
shift in a canon. A text amalgam is thus created, in which the consonance 
of the different words creates an impression of a mosaic with its pieces 
being “mixed together by the wind”. The voices leave the canon in the 
same order they entered into it: 

 
E.g. 6 

 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Márciusi szél, bars 10-20. 
 
 
 A long-lasting D note at an organ point in the Coda, in a rhythmically 
augmented form, the motif circumscribing the major third from the beginning 
returns: 
 

E.g. 7 
 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Márciusi szél, bars 21-24. 
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3. Tavaszi induló (Spring March) 
 
Ede Terényi composes a lively little choral work based on Sándor 

Weöres’ poem. Without repetitions, the piece is barely 18 times long, but its 
complexity is remarkable and a good example for those looking for a model 
for composing children’s choral works and studying the works of experienced 
composers for this purpose. The dotted rhythm of the melody and the use 
of the triplet greatly contribute to keeping up the liveliness. The alternate 
mezzoforte, forte, piano, forte, piano, forte dynamics support the energetic 
unfolding. The work is composed in an A B C C Coda string form, in which 
the composer mixes the verses of the poem. 

Like the previous song, the first part (A) is monodically composed. 
Here, the composer pairs up the 1st and 3rd verses, and the children’s choir 
sings a single melody monodically. 

Though it is D major, it is a pentatonic melody, the rhythm of which 
is given by the rhythmic sound of the syllables of the poem’s verses. 

E.g. 8 
 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Tavaszi induló, bars 1-8. 
 

In part B, the refrain of the 1st verse and the starting line of verse 4 
are homophonically paired in two two-time forte-piano motifs, in a series of I 
– V9 – I. degree chords: 

E.g. 9 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Tavaszi induló, bars 9-12. 
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 The musical style also changes in part C, it changes into an 
accompanied monody in which the upper voice sings the melody, and the 
two lower voices play the sounds of the tonic and dominant I-V degrees in 
the form of a “basse de musette” in unison. The author asks for this part to 
be repeated. The melody as well as the accompaniment is first sung in forte 
and then in piano. 

E.g. 10 
 C part 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Tavaszi induló, bars 12-18.  
 
The Coda (see the music example above) brings back the refrain of 

the 1st verse as a summary (“Kék fönn az ég!”4), which is the starting motif 
of part B in the given piece. The I - II - I (T - S - T) cadence closes the work 
with a rhythm typical for dotted marches, in forte, suggesting firmness. 
 

4. Csöndes dal (Silent Song) 
 

The melody of this silent song rolls out slowly, in piano, in H-
Phrygian. The rhythm consists of even quarter notes, which rest at the end 
of the lines in half-notes, as if not to disturb the calmness of the poem. 
There are three parts. In the first part (A), the melody sounds monodically, 
which in the antecedent phrase descends a fourth (H4 – F sharp4) and in 
the consecutive phrase an octave (H4 –H3). This downward curved profile of 
the melody also suggests solace: 
                                                 
4 „Blue sky above!” 
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E.g. 11 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Csöndes dal, bars 1-8. 
 
 

In the second part, the chorus divides in two; the upper voice sings 
the main melody again with the 2nd verse of the poem, while the lower voice 
sings the above melody in a mirror canon, one ninth lower with a one-bar 
shift. It is not an easy task to create a mirror canon so that it sounds well 
with a one-bar shift below the original melody, and does not only meet in 
seconds, fourths and in sevenths. Certainly, in such a case, the author has 
to map out the whole work in his mind at the beginning of the composition 
work. The basic melody has to be composed in such a way that from the 
second bar, the composer also imagines the melody of the mirror canon. 
Moreover, the study of this creative technique is a great compositional 
exercise for students studying choral transcription. 

 
E.g. 12 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Csöndes dal, bars 9–17. 
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The Coda of the small choral work has a 4-bar length, which “slows 
down” and silences the work in half notes, and then whole notes in pianissimo 
without text, with a closed M__ letter. The Coda starts monodically and 
gradually unfolds from its second time into a third and then into a H minor 
sixth chord and finally a fifth-octave extended with a pause. 

 
E.g. 13 

    

 
 

Ede Terényi: Csöndes dal, bars 18-21. 
 
 
 

5. Áprilisi tréfa (April Prank) 
  
 The Áprilisi tréfa (April Prank) is a humorous choral piece. 

It is framed by a five-time introduction and a Coda and comprises 
two identical A (a b a1) Lied forms. The author does not specify the tempo 
at the beginning, however, judging by the character of the text, and the 
clear D major tonality, it is a fast, cheerful song. The starting 5 bars, as we 
got accustomed to in the small chorus works of this cycle, present the main 
melody. After a two-bar wave, the melody, which bends from the dominant 
Vth degree, the tonic Ist, forms the basis of the piece. This is sung by a solo 
voice in mezzoforte, accompanied by a single sound of the triangulum: 

 
 

E.g. 14 
 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Áprilisi tréfa, bars 1-5. 
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The perfect musical identity within the bistrophical form indicates that, 
despite the text, in which the little boy is made of “1. Vicik vacak csigaházból, 
kiskutyának a farkából5” and the little girl out of “2. Cukorból és mogyoróból, 
piskótából ezer jóból6”, both are equally valuable. 

Soprano and Alto, both voices sing the two identical verses, 
sometimes in divisi, in 3 or 4 voices. In the a phrase, the triangulum frames 
the vocals with two long-lasting strikes. The rhythm of the voices is also 
here given by the rhythm of the tonic accents of the text. The melody also 
mimics the inflection of the text: 

E.g. 15 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Áprilisi tréfa, bars 6-11. 
 

The voice part of the b phrase has a complex rhythm 
accompaniment. The smooth quarter notes of the Wood block (or small 
drum) are accompanied by the syncopated rhythm of the Triangulum, from 
which the accentuated quaver note is replaced by a rest. The sharp rhythm 
of the soprano voice (semiquaver + dotted quaver) greatly contributes to the 
prank atmosphere. The alto part accompanies this with parallel quarter note 
thirds in divisi, or not, only intonating the lower voice. The accompaniment 
circumscribes the D – F sharp third (or simply the D note - if they sing 
without divisi) - with upper and then lower alternating notes (or alternating 
note). In piano, this phrase brings a dynamic contrast to the previous one. 

 
E.g. 16 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Áprilisi tréfa, bars 12-15. 

                                                 
5 In translation: “wretched snail shells, a puppy’s tail” 
6 In translation: “sugar and hazelnut, sponge cake, a thousand good things” 
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  The av1 phrase returns the a phrase with a slight change in the 
melody’s rhythm (this is only because of a tonic accent). The sharp quaver 
+ dotted quarter note rhythm of the 8th bar turns into two even quarter notes 
in the 17th bar. Real change is brought about by the instrument rhythm. The 
smooth quarter notes of the Wood block only change into quavers and 
closing half (minim) notes extended by a pause (fermata) in the last two 
bars. This is accompanied by the triangulum, this time with a syncopated 
rhythm formula. 

E.g. 17 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Áprilisi tréfa, bars 16-20. 
 
 

The second A verse repeats the musical material of the first verse in 
an unchanged form, but with another text: the second verse of the poem. 
Thus the bars 6-20 and 21-35 are identical in music content. 

The 4-bars Coda of the choir piece repeats the text “Ezer jóból7” 
accompanied by a small drum tremolo pianissimo. Just like the b phrase, 
the Coda also has a chordal nature. In Forte, Tonic - Dominant - Tonic 
cadence is circumscribed by the degrees I – VI – V6 – I. The work is closed 
by a long forte triangulum sound. 

E.g. 18 

 
Ede Terényi: Áprilisi tréfa, bars 36-39. 

                                                 
7 In translation: “a thousand good things” 
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6. Forgós – Ropogós (Swirly – Crispy) 
 

The tempo of the Swirly – Crispy song is again not specified by the 
composer on the music sheet, but here we can also deduce the fast tempo 
from the character of the work and the atmosphere of the poem. It is very 
important in terms of the performance to sing at the correct tempo of a 
work, because the wrong tempo completely changes the character of the 
piece and it can distort it. 

At the beginning, the composer gives the artist some degree of 
creative freedom. He notes at the bottom of the sheet: “The songs can be 
introduced with 4-8 bars rhythm play, with metal triangle, small drum, or 
other rhythm instruments.” 

In the same place, the composer describes in words the instrumental 
accompaniment of the parts in a footnote: “The second voice is a three-part 
canon: a flute begins, the xylophone enters as a second voice (both voicing 
the melody one octave higher); finally a singing voice with the text ti-ti-tá. ” 

The composer composed his work in a three-part, three-strophic 
form, imagining an increasing complexity of the instrumentation in each part 
for the same melody. In fact, the poem by Sándor Weöres also has three 
verses, and in this case the composer does not change this, he does not 
replace the text as he did in the 3rd choir work (Tavaszi induló - Spring 
March). It has a variated form. In the antecedent (a) phrase, the  triangulum 
repeats a two-bar rhythmic motif and continues it in this form until the end 
of the work. 

E.g. 19 

 
 
 
 In the consequent (b) phrase, the little drum also comes in with 
another rhythmic formula, which it repeats until the end of the work. 
 

E.g. 20 
 
 

 
 
 

 The vocal part, which draws a curved profile in each of its component 
motifs (it falls octave and in one case a fourth), is accompanied by the flute 
a free counterpoint. 
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 Here is the first (A) part, the basis of the variation: 
 

E.g. 21 
 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Forgós – ropogós, bars 1-8. 
 
 
 In the next (Av1) form, the flute replays its part. This is accompanied 
by the xylophone with its own part, playing a motivically affined melody with 
that of the flute. The third rhythmic formula motif is also introduced in the 
form of clapping in the first phrase and is repeated like in the previous two 
until the end of the work: 
 

E.g. 22 
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 These three rhythmic formulas pass through the whole work in 
mezzoforte, and all three are played in the Coda in forte. 
 

The second verse: 
E.g. 23 

 

 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Forgós – ropogós, bars 9-16.  
 
 
 In the third (Av2) part, all three rhythmic motifs are already playing, 
the flute and xylophone are playing too, both with their own related 
melodies and the third entry of the Canon comes in the 17th bar, with the 
sung text ti-ti-tá. Naturally, ti-ti is accompanied by short notes (quavers), 
while the tá with long notes (quarter-notes). 
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E.g. 24 
        Av2 

 
 

Ede Terényi: Forgós – ropogós, bars 13-28.  
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 The Coda begins with a D major chord quarter note up-beat in the 
25th time after a quarter notes General Pausa. The upper voice of the song 
reverses the fourth interval of the initial voice (A - D) in a mirror reversal (D - A) – 
with the words Sej, haj. The accompanying instruments and the clapping 
once again recite their rhythm motifs in forte as a closing (see the final four 
bars of the musical example above). 

 
CONCLUSION: 
 
Melody Technique: 

 Monody – a single melody at the beginning of the work – as an 
introduction or the first part (see songs nr. 2-3-4) 

 Monody – with a rhythmic instrument accompaniment (percussion 
instruments are used depending on the content of the text). For 
example: 
1. song: „csing-ling-ling száncsengő8” = Triangulum 
 „földobban két nagy ló, kop-kop-kop nyolc patkó9” = Big drum 

 Melody repetition in canon (see for example the Av1 part of the 
2nd song). There is a canon in the play songs, except songs 3 and 5. 

 Melody repetitions in mirror reversal (see for example the Av1 and 
Av2 parts of the 1st song, respectively part Av1 of the 4th song).  

 Alternative repetition of the melody between girls’ and boys’ voices 
(see for example part A of the 2nd song)  

 Stacking the melody and the verses on each other, creating a text 
amalgam (see part Av1 of the 2nd song – verses 5-6-7 in canon, 
respectively part C of the 3rd song) 

 Melody with chord accompaniment (see phrase b of part A of the 
5th song) 

 In these play songs the melody is exclusively syllabic.  
 
Rhythm Technique: 

 The rhythm is determined by the tonic accents of the text and the 
grouping of syllables in each play song.  

 Polyrhythm of percussion instruments! (See part Av2 of the 1st song 
and part A of the 5th song, respectively the 6th song)  

 Use of sharp, dotted rhythms (see the songs 5. Áprilisi tréfa (April 
Prank), and 6. Forgós-ropogós (Swirly-Crispy)) 

 Use of smooth rhythms - see song nr. 4. Csöndes dal (Silent Song)  

                                                 
8 „Ging-ling-ling a sligh bell” 
9 “Up drum two big Horses, knock, knock, knock, eight horseshoes”. 
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Instrumental Technique: 
 Highlighting the strong beat of the bars (see parts A and Av1 of the 

1st song)   
 Occasional use of percussion instruments for effect.  
 A terraced, slowly added, gradual swelling of the sounding 

apparatus (See song nr. 6).  
 
Dynamics Technique: 

 Contrasting use of dynamics (piano - forte alternation) 
 Use of sforzatos in the percussion instruments, for energy impulse  
 There is NO crescendo and decrescendo in the play songs! 

 
In a few words: 

Ede Terényi was aware that he was composing small, playful works 
for children, but he did it with great care and attention. Each of the recorded 
notes has a musical dramaturgical motivation; there are no random solutions, 
even at this level. 

These are not huge masterpieces, but nice little gems. 
 

Translated from Hungarian by Magyari Renáta 
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